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Foreword
On 1 July 2015 the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service and the 
Department of Immigration and Border Protection were brought together into  
one Department, and the Australian Border Force (ABF) was established.

The ABF is the Department’s operational arm and is the inheritor of a proud history  
of protecting the border and serving our community stretching as far back as Federation. 
This proud tradition continues today as we uphold the customs and migration legislation 
with professionalism and dedication. Our blended immigration and customs teams  
are broadening our capability and capacity to protect the Australian border and,  
most importantly, the Australian community. 

And while we are doing a great job today, increasingly sophisticated transnational  
criminal organisations and supply chains, an evolving threat of terrorism, and the  
impact of international unrest provide a complex environment in which we must work. 
Coupled with significant increases in volumes of trade and travel, and the complex tasks 
associated with managing immigration detention centres, we must evolve how we do  
our business so we can anticipate and respond to these challenges. 

Change also brings opportunity. To prepare for the challenges ahead, and as we seek  
to be a world leader in border management, we will invest in our workforce through the 
training of individuals and teams, develop more seamless and faster processes, invest  
in new technology through such things as better mobile information tools, new equipment 
and modernisation of facilities and automation of our systems. 

ABF 2020 outlines the challenges in our external environment and provides a clear 
roadmap for how we will achieve our mission and vision. It complements and sits  
under the Department’s Strategy 2020 and the Corporate Plan 2015-19, and  
is aligned with the Department’s broader reform programme. 
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This document outlines eight key areas of focus for the ABF in 2020:

■ Operating with clear accountabilities

■ Responsible and streamlined in border processing

■ Credible and consistent

■ Intelligence-informed

■ Agile and mobile

■ Directed at frontline operations

■ Operationally ready

■ An effective collector of border revenue.

Combined with a strong commitment from our people, these areas will  
position the ABF to deliver—to the highest standard—our mission of protecting  
Australia’s border and managing the movement of people and goods across it.

Roman Quaedvlieg APM 
ABF Commissioner 
Comptroller-General
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The ABF’s role
The integration of the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service (ACBPS)  
and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP or the Department) 
brought together two long and complementary lineages with a proud history  
of facilitating travel, trade and migration, and protecting Australia’s border. 

On 1 July 2015, the ABF—the operational arm of the Department—became responsible for 
all existing border operations including investigations, compliance, detention (facilities and 
centres), enforcement and direct support functions across Australia’s airports and seaports, 
and land and maritime domains in accordance with the relevant customs and migration 
legislation. ABF officers work in close partnership with our colleagues from across the 
Department—operating with clear accountabilities that reflect the essential link between 
strategy, policy and operations.

Our mission of protecting Australia’s border and managing the movement of people and 
goods across it remains central to our role as Australia’s customs service. We contribute 
to Australia’s economic and social prosperity in our role of facilitating legitimate trade and 
travel while protecting our border as a part of our commitment to national security and 
safety of the Australian community.

To perform these responsibilities the ABF is supported by the broader Department and 
works in partnership with law enforcement agencies to protect against threats such as 
terrorism and transnational organised crime while also facilitating legitimate trade and travel.  
The ABF continues to disrupt organised criminal networks from using border entry points 
such as airports and seaports as well as non-conventional border entry points, to smuggle 
drugs and other contraband into Australia. ABF officers have the skills, training, equipment 
and expertise to identify and detect drugs and other contraband in luggage, parcels and 
cargo, no matter how well they are concealed.

Like our law enforcement partners, the ABF includes individuals who are uniformed and 
non-uniformed, sworn and non-sworn, all working together in blended teams with a shared 
purpose and mission. Diversity of experience, qualifications, skills and subject matter 
expertise in our workforce, combined with our commitment to service and professionalism, 
is critical to building confidence with our partners and stakeholder agencies. 
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Like our predecessors, Border Force officers are trained and authorised to carry a firearm 
if their duties require it. This is not a new capability within the ABF—firearms were carried 
by Customs officers as part of operational requirements, and is authorised under section 
189A of the Customs Act 1901. These officers are properly credentialed and trained to 
the rigorous standards of policing, and must hold a use of force permit which is validated 
annually. Currently, around 810 ABF officers (about 15 per cent of the ABF workforce)  
hold a use of force permit. 

The ABF performs its responsibilities according to Australian Government priorities 
to support the Department’s four strategic objectives: 

■ Protect Australia

■ Promote responsive migration

■ Advance trade and revenue

■ Lead border innovation.

Border Force officers are, first and foremost, here to protect and facilitate a service for 
the people who interact with the Department, including travellers, traders, visa holders, 
those in detention and, more broadly, the Australian community. Being part of the law 
enforcement community, Border Force officers are required to uphold the highest 
professional and ethical standards at all times. The trust of the community is where the 
ABF derives its legitimacy, is built with every interaction, and must be maintained to ensure 
its continued support. 

Ultimately, continued government and community trust allows the ABF to exercise its 
legislated powers.

The figure on the next page describes the ABF’s operating environment. It outlines the main 
frontline, operations support and departmental support functions required to manage the 
flow of goods and people across the border continuum. It also highlights to the relationship 
between the policy, strategy and legislative direction, ABF operations and our partners.
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Direction
The ABF’s direction is informed by government policy direction and agendas; 
Executive direction from the ABF Commissioner and the Department’s  
Executive Committee, strategy and advice; and guidance from internal business.  
This includes guidance from Strategy 2020, ABF 2020, People Strategy 2020,  
capability plans and investment pathways to develop priorities, enforcement plans  
and performance indicators. Developing and piloting new programmes such as the 
Australian Trusted Trader programme is a collaborative approach highlighting the 
relationships across the ABF operating environment.

Delivery
Governance of operations

The ABF’s operational governance framework outlines operational priorities,  
operational planning, resource allocation and how performance will be monitored. 
Governance is supported through a hierarchy of governance forums, detailed  
in the ‘Operating with clear accountabilities’ section.

Frontline operations

The ABF’s primary purpose is to deliver a range of functions across the 
border continuum, including:

■ border clearance—facilitate legitimate trade and travel through the border
while detecting and providing a deterrence of the illegal movement of people
or the unlawful movement of prohibited, restricted or regulated goods

■ revenue collection—collect revenue for the Commonwealth Government

■ investigations—identify, target, disrupt and dismantle serious and organised
crime across the border continuum, often working with other law enforcement
agencies under agreed Memoranda of Understanding (for example, with the
Australian Federal Police and the Australian Crime Commission)

■ customs compliance—support traders and travellers to comply with
customs regulations and laws, ensuring that relevant duties and taxes
are correctly assessed, reported and paid
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 ■ visa compliance—foster an environment of voluntary compliance while managing  
non-compliance, to reduce the risk to the community and ensure the integrity  
of Australia’s migration system 

 ■ employer compliance—workplace visits to ensure employers are only employing  
legal workers, that is, non-citizens who have appropriate work conditions attached  
to a valid visa

 ■ detention—non-citizens who do not hold a valid visa or pose an unacceptable  
threat to the Australian community (including national security, health or character risks)  
are subject to immigration detention

 ■ maritime surveillance and response—monitor and patrol at sea, including mitigating 
and eliminating threats to border integrity in Australia’s maritime jurisdiction, through 
working with our state law enforcement partners and a standing multi-agency taskforce 
with the Australian Defence Force

 ■ community protection—keeping Australians safe from illegal drugs and firearms and 
other harmful substances such as asbestos and illicit tobacco, as well as protecting 
vulnerable members of the community, such as victims of human trafficking and  
sexual servitude 

 ■ whole-of-government initiatives—collaborating with the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO) 
to combat the organisation of illegal work, visa fraud and exploitation of foreign workers 
through Taskforce Cadena.

Operations support

Support for the operations of the ABF is heavily focused on frontline operations.  
These functions ensure that officers have clear operational strategies, procedures,  
service standards, training and equipment to perform their duties. 

The ABF works in close partnership with other parts of the Department. The ABF is an 
essential contributor to the development of strategy, policy and plans that impact the 
Department, while direction for these functions is also guided by strategy, policy and 
legislation. They also support the infrastructure and capabilities needed for effective 
operations across all domains—including airports and seaports, remote locations,  
mail and cargo centres, and Australia’s extensive maritime domain. 
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For example, the Australian Trusted Trader programme, led by the Department’s  
Policy Group, will fundamentally change the way the ABF manages its trade facilitation  
and compliance activities. Collaboration and teamwork across the Department make it 
possible to deliver our programmes of work such as status resolution, refugee assessment 
and ABF functions to effect return or removal of people whose claims for protection  
are unsuccessful.

Department support

The broader Department provides support and enabling functions including intelligence, 
capability development and delivery, information technology, and overall corporate  
support (such as human resources, finance, communication, property and legal services). 
The Department’s professional standards and integrity and assurance functions are 
performed at arm’s length by the Department’s Integrity, Security and Assurance Division.

Partnerships
Frontline operations work in close partnership with other organisations such as the 
Australian Federal Police, state and territory police, Australian Crime Commission, 
Department of Defence, Department of Agriculture and Water Resources,  
child protection agencies and human rights organisations. Important ongoing relationships 
are maintained with intelligence agencies in the national security community including 
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation and the Australian Secret Intelligence Service; 
international partners; service providers; and entities that run the facilities where the ABF 
operates. This includes airports, seaports, mail gateways and fast parcel facilities, and 
detention centres.

For example, Taskforce Cadena, a Joint Agency Taskforce with the Fair Work Ombudsman, 
also works closely with the Australian Federal Police, Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission and the Australian Taxation Office, to identify, investigate and impose criminal 
or administrative sanctions on those breaking the law. 
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The ABF also works closely with education regulators such as the Australian Skills Quality 
Authority and the Tertiary Education Quality Authority, to combat systemic non-compliance 
of the student visa programme. The ABF undertakes investigations into education agents 
and education providers who seek to undermine the programme.

Through close collaboration and data sharing activities with Department of Human Services 
and Centrelink the ABF also investigates large scale fraud committed by syndicates (such 
as Registered Migration Agents and marriage celebrants) who are undermining Australia’s 
visa programmes. 

The ABF also works closely with international partners to build a global border protection 
community that is resilient to the challenges ahead. As a member of the World Customs 
Organization, the pre-eminent customs forum in the world, the ABF makes an important 
contribution to the national security community and transnational border protection 
environment. Through close partnerships with our international partners, such as the 
Statement of Intent with Indonesia, we are forging relationships that enable the sharing of 
information and cooperation to streamline trade and further ensure the integrity of supply 
chains. Our capability to detect and prevent the trafficking of illegal and restricted goods 
is strengthened by our close working relationships with international law enforcement, 
customs and immigration agencies. For example, our partnership with Thailand to target 
drug trafficking has been bolstered by our Memorandum of Understanding that enables 
greater sharing of expertise in research and drug detection methodologies.
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Opportunities and challenges 
The ABF is an integral part of Australia’s law enforcement community and the trusted leader 
for trade and travel facilitation and customs revenue collection. The integration of former 
immigration and customs functions has enabled us to better adapt and respond as we  
are faced with new and evolving challenges and threats in managing the border continuum. 
Our blended teams have enabled us to combine our expertise, provide more career 
opportunities and increase mobility. This will allow the ABF to better adapt and respond 
quickly to threats using new and innovative approaches.

Increasing demand and volume of trade and travel will provide the Australian Government 
with significant revenue and contribute to economic prosperity. These high volumes of trade 
and travel will also bring challenges to the ABF to streamline the lawful movement of people 
and goods through the border. Pressure on the migration system, threats to our national 
security such as terrorism, and the increased reach and sophistication of organised crime 
such as outlaw motorcycle gangs, will require the ABF to adapt and respond quickly to the 
changing environment.

Significant growth in volumes
The ABF plays a vital role in protecting the Australian community from dangerous drugs  
and other illegal imports, through the physical examination of goods. In the 2014–15 
financial year, the ABF undertook more than two million inspections of air cargo articles, 
more than 100,000 inspections of sea cargo containers and more than 50 million 
inspections of international mail—an increase of 10 million inspections from the year before.

Each week, the ABF processes more than 600,000 passengers arriving in or departing 
from Australia. Over the four years from 2014–15 to 2018–19, the number of arriving and 
departing travellers is anticipated to increase by 23 per cent. Over the same period, the 
number of air cargo consignments is expected to increase by 26 per cent and the number 
of sea cargo reports by 14 per cent. 
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These significant growths in volumes of both passengers and cargo will provide significant 
revenue for the Australian Government. The Department is the second largest revenue 
collector for the Australian Government, collecting $15.7 billion in annual revenue (2014–15). 
The two largest revenue sources are $11 billion from customs duty and $3.5 billion from 
GST. The ABF supports this revenue collection through its customs compliance and  
border operations.

Increasing expectations among travellers and traders
International travellers expect quick and seamless transit through borders.  
In 2012, 30 per cent of international travellers considered a 10–20 minute wait at an airport 
acceptable—by 2014, this fell to 7 per cent.1 Providing a seamless experience at the  
border also supports Australia’s economy by reinforcing its attractiveness as a tourist 
destination in an increasingly competitive global market. By 2020, tourism from Australia’s 
top 10 visitor countries will be worth an estimated $34 billion to the economy.2 

Traders also expect more streamlined processing. Multinational corporations will be  
running increasingly integrated supply chains with greater expectations of time, certainty 
and speed. As retailers increase ecommerce, which is expected to grow at an annual  
rate of 9 per cent to 40 billion by 2018,3 retailers and consumers expect shipments  
to be delivered on schedule. This increase in ecommerce, will only continue as the 
prevalence of mutual trade agreements is expected to continue.

The continued growth of air cargo will further add to the complexity of defining the  
source and destinations for imports and exports, and the risks presented by the  
speed of the supply chain and limited data available, providing a significant challenge  
for global border agencies. 

The international mail environment will continue to pose an increasing level of risk  
as the speed of the supply chain quickens, volumes continue to increase and  
limited data collectively pose a substantial challenge for global border agencies.

1 2014 IATA Global Passenger Survey.
2 Tourism Research Australia, Key Facts: Tourism Data Card, April 2012.
3 EIU, OECD, Country Statistical Agencies, BCG research within Google and  

World Economic Forum partnerships.
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More complex risk profile
Over the past decade, the border risk profile has become increasingly complex and our 
role in protecting the community from harm is now more important than ever. Developing 
economies are increasing their share of global trade and their connections with global 
supply chains. As a result, Australia will develop stronger trade relationships with a more 
diverse set of countries which will be governed by a network of bilateral and multilateral 
trade agreements. In addition, more people will be travelling to and from a greater number 
of locations. For example, traveller movements from non-traditional countries will increase, 
and the Asian middle class expected to grow from 525 million people in 2010 to  
3.2 billion by 2030.4

The increase in the number of people in detention whose visa was cancelled under section 
501 of the Migration Act (1958) because of a history of criminality or criminal associations 
has raised the risk profile of the cohort in held detention. The number of onshore visa 
cancellations in Australia increased by 29 per cent from 2012 to 2015. Mandatory visa 
cancellations on character grounds, breaches in the code of behaviour by non-citizens 
in the community and non-compliance with visa conditions have also contributed to the 
changing demographic mix in the detention environment. Unlawful non-citizens who 
represent a risk to the Australian community are placed in held detention and are  
subject to removal from Australia. 

Organised crime syndicates are operating internationally and finding increasingly 
sophisticated ways to identify weaknesses in border protection. For example, advances 
in technology provide opportunities to infiltrate damage or circumvent border systems 
and processes. Types of organised crime activity include illicit drug importations, people 
smuggling, visa fraud and illegal work operations, illicit commodities importations and  
other coordinated activities designed to evade paying duties on imports such as tobacco. 
The Australian Crime Commission estimates conservatively that organised crime costs 
Australia $15 billion in prevention and response each year.5

4 Australian Government, Australia in the Asian Century White Paper Australian Government, 2012.
5 Australian Crime Commission, The Cost of Serious and Organised Crime in Australia 2013-14,  

https://crimecommission.gov.au/publications/intelligence-products/costs-serious-and-organised- 
crime-australia-2013-14, accessed October 2015.
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Some organised criminal networks are seeking to profit by exploiting foreign workers 
including through increased instances of organised sexual servitude. The ABF is identifying 
and responding to individuals that are orchestrating these activities through disruption, 
enforcement and litigation. The ultimate goal of these activities is to identify, recover and 
protect victims.

Finally, extremist ideologies, terrorist groups and foreign fighters create a substantial 
terrorism risk internationally and in Australia. These trends are likely to continue and 
increase pressure on border authorities. The ABF must, in cooperation with other  
agencies as part of a whole-of-government approach, strengthen its ability to gather 
and use intelligence to nullify threats before they occur.

As existing threats evolve and new threats emerge, immigration policy is likely to shift.  
While immigration policy is a matter for government and the Department, it will have 
implications for the ABF from border clearance to detention and removal. The ABF must 
respond to evolutions in policy and in turn contribute to strategic policy development. 

ABF resource constraints
While demand for the frontline operational activities is increasing, its annual operating 
budget is set to decrease in the period to 2020. This will put increasing pressure on the 
ABF to manage volumes, protect the border and meet high community expectations 
in terms of maintaining community health, safety, security and good order. Day-to-day 
pressure on airport passenger processing is already diverting resources from other  
tasks. By 2020, the pressure will be even greater and without us adapting we will  
have to process an ever increasing volume of goods and people through the border.
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The ABF will be supported through innovation in our implementation and use of technology, 
improvements to business processes and through targeted operational intelligence.  
New generation SmartGates, processing both inwards and outwards passengers, 
will be rolled-out to existing and new international airports and seaports. Increases in 
digital processing, automation and the Australian Trusted Trader programme will provide 
efficiencies at the border relating to goods processing. The referral process for visa 
overstayers will be automated to enable visa decisions made by officers at the border to 
be more consistent and better supported by timely, appropriate and relevant information. 
Automation of this function will increase the integrity and accuracy of information collected 
at the border. 

The ABF continues to play a vital role in protecting the Australian community from 
dangerous drugs, firearms and other illegal imports using a variety of detection 
technologies, including x-ray, and a range of sophisticated substance and trace detection 
technologies and detector dogs. These efforts are aimed at disrupting organised criminal 
networks at the border and ensuring items such as dangerous drugs do not reach the 
Australian community. All of these activities will result in greater operational efficiencies  
and allow officers to be deployed, via intelligence, to address higher priority activities.
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The ABF in 2020
We will continue to build on the expertise and capability of our professional workforce 
to further consolidate our border protection role in the law enforcement community by 
2020. Like our law enforcement partners, ABF officers will be disciplined, highly skilled, 
professional, and maintain the highest standards of integrity. As Australia’s customs service, 
we will be trusted leaders working with domestic inter-governmental and industry partners 
in border protection matters relating to trade, travel and customs revenue collection. 

The ABF workforce will be highly trained and suitably equipped to undertake diverse 
activities working in blended teams alongside qualified specialists, such as financial and 
digital forensic investigators and intelligence analysts. Members of these blended teams 
bring their expertise to the operation, and working together will achieve our mission.

Less than one quarter of our workforce will undertake high risk enforcement 
activities—these officers will still be required to train and be equipped to use personal 
defence equipment including batons, handcuffs and firearms. The carrying of firearms to 
protect the border and the Australian community is not a new capability within the ABF. 
Firearms were carried by former Customs officers as part of operational requirements 
and is authorised under section 189A of the Customs Act 1901. This will continue to be 
strictly controlled. Only officers who pass appropriate psychological and physical tests 
and equipment training requirements will be able to undertake these duties and carry this 
equipment. The use of force permit for each officer is validated annually.

The ABF will be informed and efficient, disrupting threats to border integrity while 
quickly processing low-risk travellers and traders. To achieve this, there will be  
eight key areas of focus. 
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Key areas of focus for the ABF in 2020

1.  Operating with clear accountabilities 2.  Responsive and streamlined in
border processing

A clear chain of command to direct activities, 
with accountable leaders working across BAU 
operations, incident response 

Automated transit of low risk passengers 
and goods through the border. Border Force 
officers responsive to client and industry needs

3. Credible and consistent 4. Intelligence informed

The trusted representative of Australia across 
the border continuum – a culture centred 
on integrity and professionalism in client 
interactions and relationships with industry  
and partners

Operational interventions targeted based 
on robust analysis, with intelligence officers 
informing day-to-day priorities

5. Agile and mobile 6. Directed at frontline operations

A well-trained workforce able to respond 
quickly to emerging priorities, with structured 
career paths and opportunities for  
mobility experiences

A clean split between ABF delivery,  
ABF support and Department support –  
with the vast majority of Border Force officers 
in frontline operational roles

7. Operationally ready 8. An effective collector of border revenue

Border Force officers provided with the right 
equipment and tools to execute their law 
enforcement duties

Deliver on government policy by enforcing 
trade compliance to collect targeted revenue
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1. Operating with clear accountabilities
By 2020, ABF officers will be adept at working in both permanent teams as part of 
day-to-day operations, as well as specialised teams, including incident responses, named 
operations, and joint taskforces. The ABF will have clear and established accountability 
structures in each of these scenarios, from assigned leaders through to operational 
teams. The Secretary is responsible for the overall administration of the Department as 
the Accountable Authority under the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability 
Act 2013 (PGPA Act). The Secretary has specific responsibilities for traveller and border 
policy, programme management, shared corporate services and visa services. The ABF 
Commissioner is responsible for border control, investigations, compliance, maritime 
operations, detention, removals and enforcement operations on behalf of the Department.

Operational governance will be enacted through the ABF hierarchy, from the Commissioner 
(supported by the Strategic Command Group) to the Deputy Commissioner Operations 
(supported by the Strategic Tasking and Coordination Group). Operations support is 
provided through the Deputy Commissioner Support (supported by the Operational 
Readiness Group).

In 2020, the ABF will be using a Command, Control and Coordination (C3) model for the 
management of day-to-day operations, named operations and joint taskforces. C3 will 
be embedded within the ABF’s thinking and culture, and will provide a framework for how 
operational activities are conducted and objectives realised. ABF officers at all levels and 
departmental staff working in blended teams will instinctively understand how C3 works 
within the ABF.

In broad terms, C3 is a management structure and system designed to effectively respond 
to and resolve incidents and operations. The elements of C3 as they apply to the ABF are:

■ Command: The lawful mandate for leaders to provide command direction,
oversight and support to officers delivering the operations.

■ Control: The systems that enable a two-way flow of information from the leadership
to and from the officers delivering the operations to ensure work is being conducted
in accordance with the leader’s intent.

■ Coordination: The coordination of activity across the ABF, relevant areas of the
Department and partner agencies to ensure that a command and control structure
is in place, appropriate resources have been deployed, and quality information
is being supplied to all persons and agencies involved.
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2. Responsive and streamlined in border processing
By 2020 the ABF will be processing significantly higher volumes of goods and travellers 
through the border, aided by technology, automation and intelligence informed targeting 
including the pooling of intelligence and resources with other agencies. This will be done 
without increasing the risk to the integrity of the border. To do this, the ABF will process 
goods and travellers in a more streamlined and responsive way. Movement through the 
border will be increasingly automated, for example through the use of SmartGates.  
The ABF will segment traders and provide Trusted Traders with streamlined, risk-based 
processes including digitised processes on mobile devices to reduce administration.

As official government representatives to traders and travellers at the border, Border Force 
officers will continue to be responsive to client and industry needs. They will facilitate quick 
and seamless transit for low risk travellers, provide responsive service to Trusted Traders, 
and be professional and courteous in working with detainees. Balancing this, Border Force 
officers will remain vigilant in protecting against risks to the border.

3. Credible and consistent
By enforcing its powers appropriately and undertaking operations diligently and 
consistently, the ABF has established credibility with government and the community.  
This will ensure desired outcomes are achieved, especially when investigating and 
combatting complex and sensitive crimes including money-laundering, large-scale  
fraud against the government, organised visa fraud, and organised and criminal foreign 
worker exploitation.
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Snapshot: Protecting the vulnerable
The ABF holds a privileged position within the Australian community.  
By undertaking operations diligently and consistently the ABF continues 
to build credibility with government and community alike, across a broad 
operating remit.

The work undertaken, in close cooperation with other international border, 
national security, law enforcement and intelligence agencies, makes a 
significant impact on people’s lives.

In late 2015, a woman presented to a hospital in Victoria with a gangrenous 
foot, due to undiagnosed diabetes. She was also severely malnourished, 
presented without any identification papers and had limited knowledge of  
her immigration status.

Having initially refused referral to any agencies, including the Victorian Police 
(VICPOL), she did consent to meeting with the Human Trafficking Team 
(HTT) while still at the hospital. Following a meeting and offer of support 
from HTT team members, she entered the Support for Trafficked Peoples 
Program and was granted a Bridging Visa F.

ABF officers then worked with their AFP colleagues in follow-up action 
relating to the suspected offenders. This resulted in a search warrant being 
executed on the premises where the woman was alleged to have been kept 
as a slave. 

Both suspects were issued with Personal Protection Orders with VICPOL as 
applicant, on behalf of the victim, with potential slavery charges in the future.

The woman is still in Australia and has continued to receive support from 
the Department of Social Services under the Support for Trafficked  
Peoples Program.
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A strong and common ABF identity has increased employee engagement and satisfaction, 
reduced the risk of infiltration by organised crime, and improved our relationships with 
clients, industry and partner agencies.

ABF officers continue to uphold their duties as members of the Australian Public Service 
and undertake these duties in accordance with the Departmental’s Professional Standards 
Framework including our values and behaviours, and strong Integrity Framework       —
protecting our people, property, systems and information from infiltration and corruption.

ABF officers conduct themselves according to the Department’s Service Charter when 
dealing with the public. The ABF provides a range of services for the public to self-manage 
their interactions with the border using digital and mobile channels, with assisted service 
such as phone and face-to-face for more complex situations.

These values are reinforced by the following behaviours:

■ making decisions impartially and lawfully, based on merit and facts

■ being accountable for our actions and decisions

■ acting with integrity and upholding and maintaining the law

■ being innovative, adaptable and contributing ideas

■ undertaking our work in a responsive and efficient manner

■ communicating honestly and transparently

■ collaborating and sharing information across teams and with our partners

■ being respectful and courteous

■ valuing diversity and being open to cultural differences

■ developing our skills and knowledge.

The intent will be to change the organisational context in a way that encourages desired 
behaviours. This might include changes to promotion policies, rewards and recognition, 
recruitment policies, access to training programmes, talent management and  
performance management. 
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4. Intelligence informed
In 2020, the border continuum will be characterised by increasing volumes and  
complexity in traveller and cargo movements, through agile and diversified supply chains. 
Australia will continue to face a range of threats including revenue evasion, unlawful 
immigration, terrorism and organised crime. 

To meet these challenges, ABF activities will be informed by an integrated and responsive 
departmental intelligence capability using information collected from all border operation 
activities. The Department’s Intelligence Division will draw on all available information 
sources, including our national and international intelligence and law enforcement partners, 
to produce timely, accurate and relevant border threat assessments. In a high-transaction 
border environment, this intelligence will inform the ABF’s risk assessment and decision 
making processes, to deliver more precise interventions at the border, and address threats 
ahead of the border. Intelligence sharing activities with national and international partners 
will help the ABF identify and respond to major targets of interest.
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Snapshot: Airline Liaison Programme
The Airline Liaison (Offshore) Programme is part of the ABF’s international 
operational network, extending the reach of the ABF to pre-border activities  
at offshore airports. This network is an integral part of the Department’s 
layered approach to ensuring the integrity and security of Australia’s borders. 

Airline Liaison Officers (ALOs) work closely with airlines and government 
officials from various countries, as well as airport security, to facilitate travel  
for genuine travellers and identify those who may pose a threat to Australia. 
ALOs also provide training to airline and airport staff in passenger assessment, 
document examination, facial image comparison techniques and Australia’s 
entry requirements. 

Currently, the ALO network comprises 30 ALOs, strategically located at  
seventeen key international airports including Principal Migration Officers 
(Airline Liaison) who are long-term posted officers based in Dubai, 
Guangzhou and Kuala Lumpur. The programme also provides strategic 
temporary placements at non-hub regional international airports and  
enables a timely response to locations of concern.

In January 2016 an ALO based in Dubai worked closely with Emirates  
airline security to intercept an impostor attempting travel to Australia using 
a French passport. The passenger had been referred to the ALO by the 
Tactical Support Unit (TSU) within the Department’s Intelligence Division.  
The passenger was travelling with two genuine documented French  
nationals and claimed to be travelling on his relative’s passport.

The ALO liaised with counterparts in the UK and Middle East and was  
advised that all three passengers were known to French police. The 
passenger travelling as an impostor had an extensive criminal record,  
was allegedly implicated in a murder and was restricted from travelling out 
of France. The three passengers were offloaded and returned to France.
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5. Agile and mobile
In 2020, the ABF will be processing increased flows through the border. At the same time, 
the ABF will be operating in a more complex threat and risk environment, with increases 
in the number of unlawful non-citizens, more sophisticated international crime syndicates, 
and an increased risk of terrorism. Government policy is likely to evolve in response to these 
changing threats. The ABF will need to be agile to react to this changing environment, with 
a well-trained workforce and structured approaches to mobility.

The postings and deployments model requires Border Force officers to perform a wide 
variety of generalist duties. By 2020, the ABF will have introduced generalist and specialist 
job roles, with an increasing proportion of the workforce in generalist roles.

Generalist roles will include a combination of activities such as airport operations, cargo 
examination, detained goods management, detention operations, enforcement operations 
and generalist inspections. Generalist ABF officers will be provided with more diverse 
careers and experiences from cross-training in multiple domains. 

Specialist roles will build on generalist roles, focusing on a single core function. Specialist 
roles include detector dog operations, investigations, compliance, maritime, marine unit 
deck and marine unit enforcement. Specialist officers will receive more structured training 
programmes through the ABF College.

Through the ABF College, officers will be provided with learning and development 
opportunities to address skill gaps, enhance standardisation and develop the cross-skilling 
that will be required to operate across multiple domains. This will result in a more agile 
workforce—ABF officers will be able to work in a greater variety of roles and follow more 
diverse career paths. As a result, we will develop ABF leaders with a broad understanding 
of the business. This will break down organisational silos and support the development of a 
common ABF ethos. Agility will also improve our resistance to infiltration and corruption as it 
will be harder for criminals to cultivate relationships over time. 
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Snapshot: Blended teams
Integration has brought new career opportunities for Luke Edwards,  
a former seaports and airports officer based in Darwin. Luke now operates 
as a fully integrated Border Force officer in charge of a blended team  
at the Townsville airport. 

Before integration Luke was working in Darwin as an immigration officer  
with exposure to the work undertaken by Customs colleagues whom he 
worked closely with. 

As the workforce planning in the integrated Department matures, there 
will be increased opportunities for Luke as part of the ABF posting and 
deployment structure. 

For some, pursuing a career is not necessarily about promotion and 
upward transition. 

For Luke, he welcomes the opportunity to work in a variety of environments. 
Through moving laterally, he will learn and impart new skills and gain 
invaluable experience. 

Luke’s team is made up of people from different backgrounds with  
diverse experience that are learning and developing from working together. 

Importantly, cross skilling and having a better understanding of the work 
of other areas within the Department helps the organisation to better meet 
corporate objectives and operational requirements in an environment where 
priorities shift and in which we have to be increasingly agile. 
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6. Directed at frontline operations
There are approximately 5800 officers in the ABF, with about 1000 in corporate  
or close operational support roles. This is in addition to corporate support provided 
by the Department. Close operational support roles are heavily tailored to frontline 
operational requirements, such as maritime vessel maintenance or operational  
safety training. 

In 2020, there will be a clear conduit between the Department’s policy, legal,  
visa and citizenship services, and the ABF Operations Group. These areas will work 
together to translate policy and legal changes into operational strategies for the ABF. 

7. Operationally ready
By July 2016, the majority of non-exempt officers in operational roles will have completed 
an Operational Readiness Assessment, ensuring they are medically and physically fit to 
undertake the duties of a Border Force officer required under the Border Force vocation.

The Department will invest in new equipment including mobile technology, mobile 
surveillance, digital forensics equipment and armaments to support operational safety. 

In addition, we will invest in surveillance, information technology infrastructure such as 
digital CCTV, a consolidated identity access management system, and facilities upgrades. 

8. An effective collector of border revenue
We will continue to support government trade policy by providing effective customs 
compliance to collect targeted revenue. By 2020 this will include advanced analytics to 
identify entities that are under-paying duty, programmes to encourage voluntary compliance 
and increased resources for enforcement activities. 
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Snapshot: Taskforce Cadena
Established in June 2015, Cadena is a Joint Agency Taskforce comprising 
the Department of Immigration and Border Protection, its operational arm, 
the Australian Border Force (ABF), and the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO). 
Its objective is to enhance operational and intelligence capabilities in support 
of a whole of government efforts to target those involved in organising visa 
fraud, illegal work and the exploitation of foreign workers in Australia.

Working in collaboration with other agencies such as the AFP, ACC, ASIC, 
Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC), the ATO 
and local law enforcement agencies, Taskforce Cadena has delivered some 
strong results, including the disruption of a number of syndicates involved in 
unscrupulous labour hire practices.

Taskforce related operations have been undertaken across multiple 
jurisdictions including Queensland, Victoria, New South Wales and  
Western Australia targeting industries including hospitality, education, 
agriculture, poultry, security and beauty services.

Individuals involved in the organisation of visa fraud and illegal work can face 
penalties of up to 10 years’ imprisonment and/or fines of up to $180,000. 
Those involved in the exploitation of foreign workers are liable for civil 
penalties of up to $10,800 per breach (60 penalty units) for a natural person 
or $54,000 for a corporation (300 penalty units).

The outcome of Taskforce Cadena’s combined work efforts will mean that all 
employers are on equal footing and that Australian wages are not undercut 
for the good of the whole community.
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ABF officers in 2020 
The following career experiences show what generalist and 
specialist Border Force officers can expect by 2020.

A generalist officer in 2020

BASIC TRAINING

Henry started at the ABF College 
where he undertook the Border  
Force Officer Recruit Trainee course. 
Upon graduation he was ready  
to be posted.

POSTINGS AND DEPLOYMENTS

Henry was posted to Aviation Travellers in 
Brisbane where he was deployed across:

■ Primary passenger clearance

■ Air border security

■ Entry control

■ A joint taskforce

Working with a number of experienced 
officers in a diverse set of roles, Henry 
developed a broad understanding of the 
aviation travellers operating domain.

STRUCTURED AND  
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

At the ABF College, Henry was 
trained in advanced x-ray usage. 
Through on-the-job coaching he 
was trained in the use of mobile 
alert technologies that provide 
him real-time information on 
high-risk passengers.
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PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Postings and 
deployments have 
allowed Henry to take 
on a diverse range of 
roles in the ABF. As part 
of his career planning, 
discussions, he 
nominated a preference 
to be posted to a District 
Office in Queensland 
and was subsequently 
posted there.

TRUSTED AND CLIENT FOCUSED

For many travellers, Henry is the 
first Australian they meet. He sees a 
diverse range of travellers, including 
some who pass seamlessly through 
border clearance and some who 

require intervention. He builds 
trust in the community by being 
responsive and client focused in 
every interaction.

COLLABORATION WITH 
PARTNER AGENCIES

Henry worked on an operation 
with the AFP to disrupt an 
international narcotics  
syndicate.
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A specialist officer in 2020

CLASSROOM AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Lisa is specialist marine officer. She enjoys the excitement of working on 
operations in some of the world’s most remote and challenging environments:

■ Participating in search and rescue efforts

■ Apprehension of foreign fishing vessels

■ Monitoring of environmental pollution

■ Working with intelligence officers to build a real-time picture
of Australia’s threat environment
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DIVERSE, INTEGRATED TEAMS

When at sea, Lisa works in a close-knit and diverse team with cooks, 
engineers and other officers. When in port, Lisa works closely with  
land-based ABF officers and partner agencies during operations.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Lisa’s diverse experience 
and training have built her 
leadership skills. She has 
recently been promoted to a 
Senior Border Force Officer.

IMPROVED EQUIPMENT

Lisa has worked on a number of 
vessels since joining, including 
one of the new Cape Class 
Vessels and a Fast Response 
boat in the Torres Strait region.
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Travellers and traders in 2020 
The ABF has a critical role in facilitating legitimate trade and travel while detecting and 
deterring activities that may cause harm to the Australian community. The following client 
journeys illustrate future traveller and trader experiences as a result of ABF 2020 changes.

A traveller in 2020

PRE-TRAVEL INFORMATION  
AHEAD OF BORDER

After purchasing a ticket to London, 
the airline validates Sarah’s passport 
information and sends her records to 
DIBP to apply for a visa.

STRAIGHT THROUGH  
INTERNATIONAL BORDERS

When Sarah arrives at the U.K. for 
the first time, she can go through 
the automated gates, enabled by 
biometric exchange between Australia 
and trusted partner countries.
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SEAMLESS ARRIVAL CLEARANCE

Upon arriving back into Australia, 
Sarah walks uninterrupted through 
‘face-on-the-move’ gate technology. 
No alerts are triggered for Sarah.

IMPROVED TARGETING ON  
HIGHER RISK INDIVIDUALS

As Sarah walks through the 
gates, systems in the background 
automatically assess her risk and 
assigns her as low risk. Officers  
can spend more time on higher  
risk travellers.
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A Trusted Trader in 2020

TRUSTED TRADERS ARE  
CONSIDERED LOW RISK

Steve’s business imports goods from 
Asia. As a Trusted Trader, Steve’s 
business is considered low risk and is 
subject to a differentiated experience 
at the border.

ELIGIBLE FOR TRADE FACILITATION BENEFITS

As a Trusted Trader, Steve is eligible for  
benefits that make it easier to trade.
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GOOD PROCESSED FASTER THROUGH THE BORDER

Streamlined reporting, duty deferral and differentiated examinations 
mean that Trusted Traders like Steve will receive their goods faster 
with less administrative burden.

ONGOING COMPLIANCE CHECKS IN THE BACKGROUND

ABF account managers continue to monitor traders’ risk levels  
and work with Trusted Traders to improve supply chain security  
and trade compliance standards.
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Building ABF 2020
The Department is making significant investments over the next three years to strengthen 
frontline capability, in three waves. 

Three waves to deliver ABF 2020 

Wave 1 
Finalise the 
integration

Wave 2 
Build core capability

Wave 3 
Establish the ABF 
as a leader in the 
border protection 
community

July 2016 July 2017 July 2020

Operating with clear 
accountabilities

 ■ Complete SBC 
stand up

 ■ Centralised ABF 
reporting

 ■ ABF concept of 
operations

 ■ Clear command, 
control and 
coordination model 
in place

 ■ Clear concept of 
operations

Responsive and 
streamlined in 
border processing

 ■ Departure 
SmartGates 
deployed at 
airports inclusive 
of enhanced 
biometrics

 ■ Digitised air cargo 
processes on 
mobile devices

 ■ Australian Trusted 
Trader programme

 ■ New traveller 
platform active

 ■ NextGen 
SmartGates 
for arrivals and 
departures

 ■ Digitised cargo 
examination forms

 ■ Further rollout of 
biometrics support 
for SmartGates at 
airports

 ■ ‘Face on the move’ 
arrivals

 ■ Enterprise wide 
business process 
management 
platform

 ■ Biometric capability 
integrated with NTP 
and intelligence 
systems

Credible and 
consistent

 ■ Agreed behaviours 
and values

 ■ Taking of 
affirmation/oath

 ■ Integrity principles 
reinforced

 ■ United ABF 
culture aligned to 
Department
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Three waves to deliver ABF 2020 

Wave 1 
Finalise the 
integration

Wave 2 
Build core capability

Wave 3 
Establish the ABF 
as a leader in the 
border protection 
community

July 2016 July 2017 July 2020

Intelligence 
informed

 ■ Finalise ABF 
implementation 
of findings of the 
Intelligence Review

 ■ Biometrics data 
sharing with US, 
UK, NZ, CA

 ■ Stand up of 
Border Intelligence 
products to marine 
crew

 ■ Extend BIFC 
services to 
include mail, trade 
compliance, visa 
and citizenship

 ■ Mobile supported 
data collection for 
intelligence

 ■ Improved 
analytical tools and 
capabilities

 ■ ‘Face on the move’ 
arrivals

 ■ Enterprise wide 
business process 
management 
platform

 ■ Biometric capability 
integrated with NTP 
and intelligence 
systems

Agile and mobile  ■ Border Force 
officers in frontline 
operations posted

 ■ Centralised ABF 
recruitment

 ■ Border Force 
Officer Recruits 
trained, graduated 
and placed across 
operations

 ■ Consolidated 
ACBPS and 
Immigration 
systems

 ■ Career pathways

 ■ New resources 
scheduling tool 
supports day-to-day 
resource allocation

 ■ ABF College fully 
operational to 
support training  
of workforce
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Three waves to deliver ABF 2020 

Wave 1 
Finalise the 
integration

Wave 2 
Build core capability

Wave 3 
Establish the ABF 
as a leader in the 
border protection 
community

July 2016 July 2017 July 2020

Directed at front line 
operations

 ■ Clear BMD roles as 
conduit between 
Policy Group and 
operations

 ■ ABF Strategic 
Project 
Management 
Taskforce acting as 
capability integrator 
of MCD/ICTD 
projects

 ■ Greater reliance on 
the Department’s 
corporate support 
function

Operationally ready  ■ Officers equipped 
with new load 
bearing vests

 ■ Armouries and use-
of-force training

 ■ ABF owned training 
vessels available

 ■ Expanded Counter 
Terrorism Unit 
capabilities including 
armouries

 ■ Standardised 
equipment set for 
investigators

 ■ ABF owned 
Cape Class Patrol 
vessels deployed 
and available

 ■ Upgraded x-ray  
and scanners

 ■ Radio 
communications 
replaced with new 
frequency band

 ■ Mobile traveller 
alerts to Border 
Force officers in  
the field

 ■ Digital CCTV in 
place

 ■ Torres Strait Patrol 
and Port, Harbour 
and Coastal boats 
available

 ■ Border Force 
officers equipped 
with mobile 
technologies
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Three waves to deliver ABF 2020 

Wave 1 
Finalise the 
integration

Wave 2 
Build core capability

Wave 3 
Establish the ABF 
as a leader in the 
border protection 
community

July 2016 July 2017 July 2020

An effective 
collector of border 
revenue

 ■ Establishment of 
dedicated trade 
compliance team

 ■ New revenue 
initiatives

 ■ An increased focus 
on revenue evasion 
and related trade 
crime

 ■ More effective at 
capturing available 
revenue
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Governing the change
The plan for ABF in 2020 requires a significant investment of time, especially with ongoing 
day-to-day operational pressures. Yet this is an investment we need to make to build an 
ABF that can perform—to the highest standard—the mission of protecting Australia’s border 
and managing the movement of goods and people across it.

These changes will be delivered within the Department’s ongoing reform programme to 
ensure we are well placed to meet the challenges and opportunities of our future operating 
environment. Projects will be delivered and resourced either within the ABF or through close 
collaboration with the broader Department.

Strategic Policy and Planning Division will also provide department-level support  
and ensure continued alignment with the Department’s Strategy 2020, Corporate Plan  
and the capability management process.
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	Foreword
	Foreword
	On 1 July 2015 the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection were brought together into one Department, and the Australian Border Force (ABF) was established.
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	The ABF is the Department’s operational arm and is the inheritor of a proud history of protecting the border and serving our community stretching as far back as Federation. This proud tradition continues today as we uphold the customs and migration legislation with professionalism and dedication. Our blended immigration and customs teams are broadening our capability and capacity to protect the Australian border and, most importantly, the Australian community. 
	 
	 
	 

	And while we are doing a great job today, increasingly sophisticated transnational criminal organisations and supply chains, an evolving threat of terrorism, and the impact of international unrest provide a complex environment in which we must work. Coupled with significant increases in volumes of trade and travel, and the complex tasks associated with managing immigration detention centres, we must evolve how we do our business so we can anticipate and respond to these challenges. 
	 
	 
	 

	Change also brings opportunity. To prepare for the challenges ahead, and as we seek to be a world leader in border management, we will invest in our workforce through the training of individuals and teams, develop more seamless and faster processes, invest in new technology through such things as better mobile information tools, new equipment and modernisation of facilities and automation of our systems. 
	 
	 

	ABF 2020 outlines the challenges in our external environment and provides a clear roadmap for how we will achieve our mission and vision. It complements and sits under the Department’s Strategy 2020 and the Corporate Plan 2015-19, and is aligned with the Department’s broader reform programme. 
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	This document outlines eight key areas of focus for the ABF in 2020:
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	Operating with clear accountabilities
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	Responsible and streamlined in border processing
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	Credible and consistent
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	Intelligence-informed
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	Agile and mobile
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	Directed at frontline operations
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	Operationally ready
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	■

	An effective collector of border revenue.


	Combined with a strong commitment from our people, these areas will position the ABF to deliver—to the highest standard—our mission of protecting Australia’s border and managing the movement of people and goods across it.
	 
	 

	Roman Quaedvlieg APMABF CommissionerComptroller-General
	 
	 

	The ABF’s role
	The integration of the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service (ACBPS) and the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP or the Department) brought together two long and complementary lineages with a proud history of facilitating travel, trade and migration, and protecting Australia’s border. 
	 
	 

	On 1 July 2015, the ABF—the operational arm of the Department—became responsible for all existing border operations including investigations, compliance, detention (facilities and centres), enforcement and direct support functions across Australia’s airports and seaports, and land and maritime domains in accordance with the relevant customs and migration legislation. ABF officers work in close partnership with our colleagues from across the Department—operating with clear accountabilities that reflect the e
	Our mission of protecting Australia’s border and managing the movement of people and goods across it remains central to our role as Australia’s customs service. We contribute to Australia’s economic and social prosperity in our role of facilitating legitimate trade and travel while protecting our border as a part of our commitment to national security and safety of the Australian community.
	To perform these responsibilities the ABF is supported by the broader Department and works in partnership with law enforcement agencies to protect against threats such as terrorism and transnational organised crime while also facilitating legitimate trade and travel. The ABF continues to disrupt organised criminal networks from using border entry points such as airports and seaports as well as non-conventional border entry points, to smuggle drugs and other contraband into Australia. ABF officers have the s
	 

	Like our law enforcement partners, the ABF includes individuals who are uniformed and non-uniformed, sworn and non-sworn, all working together in blended teams with a shared purpose and mission. Diversity of experience, qualifications, skills and subject matter expertise in our workforce, combined with our commitment to service and professionalism, is critical to building confidence with our partners and stakeholder agencies. 
	Like our predecessors, Border Force officers are trained and authorised to carry a firearm if their duties require it. This is not a new capability within the ABF—firearms were carried by Customs officers as part of operational requirements, and is authorised under section 189A of the Customs Act 1901. These officers are properly credentialed and trained to the rigorous standards of policing, and must hold a use of force permit which is validated annually. Currently, around 810 ABF officers (about 15 per ce
	 

	The ABF performs its responsibilities according to Australian Government priorities to support the Department’s four strategic objectives: 
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	Protect Australia
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	■

	Promote responsive migration
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	■

	Advance trade and revenue
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	■

	Lead border innovation.


	Border Force officers are, first and foremost, here to protect and facilitate a service forthe people who interact with the Department, including travellers, traders, visa holders, those in detention and, more broadly, the Australian community. Being part of the law enforcement community, Border Force officers are required to uphold the highest professional and ethical standards at all times. The trust of the community is where theABF derives its legitimacy, is built with every interaction, and must be main
	 
	 

	Ultimately, continued government and community trust allows the ABF to exercise its legislated powers.
	The figure on the next page describes the ABF’s operating environment. It outlines the main frontline, operations support and departmental support functions required to manage the flow of goods and people across the border continuum. It also highlights to the relationship between the policy, strategy and legislative direction, ABF operations and our partners.
	ABF operating environment

	Demand: 
	Demand: 
	Process goods and people across the 

	border continuum
	Direction
	Direction
	The ABF’s direction is informed by government policy direction and agendas;Executive direction from the ABF Commissioner and the Department’s Executive Committee, strategy and advice; and guidance from internal business. This includes guidance from Strategy 2020, ABF 2020, People Strategy 2020, capability plans and investment pathways to develop priorities, enforcement plans and performance indicators. Developing and piloting new programmes such as the Australian Trusted Trader programme is a collaborative 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Delivery
	Governance of operations
	The ABF’s operational governance framework outlines operational priorities, operational planning, resource allocation and how performance will be monitored. Governance is supported through a hierarchy of governance forums, detailed in the ‘Operating with clear accountabilities’ section.
	 
	 

	Frontline operations
	The ABF’s primary purpose is to deliver a range of functions across the border continuum, including:
	Span
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	border clearance—facilitate legitimate trade and travel through the borderwhile detecting and providing a deterrence of the illegal movement of peopleor the unlawful movement of prohibited, restricted or regulated goods
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	revenue collection—collect revenue for the Commonwealth Government
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	investigations—identify, target, disrupt and dismantle serious and organisedcrime across the border continuum, often working with other law enforcementagencies under agreed Memoranda of Understanding (for example, with theAustralian Federal Police and the Australian Crime Commission)
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	Span
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	customs compliance—support traders and travellers to comply withcustoms regulations and laws, ensuring that relevant duties and taxesare correctly assessed, reported and paid
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	■

	visa compliance—foster an environment of voluntary compliance while managing non-compliance, to reduce the risk to the community and ensure the integrity of Australia’s migration system 
	 
	 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	employer compliance—workplace visits to ensure employers are only employing legal workers, that is, non-citizens who have appropriate work conditions attached to a valid visa
	 
	 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	detention—non-citizens who do not hold a valid visa or pose an unacceptable threat to the Australian community (including national security, health or character risks) are subject to immigration detention
	 
	 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	maritime surveillance and response—monitor and patrol at sea, including mitigating and eliminating threats to border integrity in Australia’s maritime jurisdiction, through working with our state law enforcement partners and a standing multi-agency taskforce with the Australian Defence Force

	 
	 
	 
	■

	community protection—keeping Australians safe from illegal drugs and firearms and other harmful substances such as asbestos and illicit tobacco, as well as protecting vulnerable members of the community, such as victims of human trafficking and sexual servitude 
	 


	 
	 
	 
	■

	whole-of-government initiatives—collaborating with the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO) to combat the organisation of illegal work, visa fraud and exploitation of foreign workers through Taskforce Cadena.


	Operations support
	Support for the operations of the ABF is heavily focused on frontline operations. These functions ensure that officers have clear operational strategies, procedures, service standards, training and equipment to perform their duties. 
	 
	 

	The ABF works in close partnership with other parts of the Department. The ABF is an essential contributor to the development of strategy, policy and plans that impact the Department, while direction for these functions is also guided by strategy, policy and legislation. They also support the infrastructure and capabilities needed for effective operations across all domains—including airports and seaports, remote locations, mail and cargo centres, and Australia’s extensive maritime domain. 
	 

	For example, the Australian Trusted Trader programme, led by the Department’s Policy Group, will fundamentally change the way the ABF manages its trade facilitation and compliance activities. Collaboration and teamwork across the Department make it possible to deliver our programmes of work such as status resolution, refugee assessment and ABF functions to effect return or removal of people whose claims for protection are unsuccessful.
	 
	 
	 

	Department support
	The broader Department provides support and enabling functions including intelligence, capability development and delivery, information technology, and overall corporate support (such as human resources, finance, communication, property and legal services). The Department’s professional standards and integrity and assurance functions are performed at arm’s length by the Department’s Integrity, Security and Assurance Division.
	 

	Partnerships
	Frontline operations work in close partnership with other organisations such as the Australian Federal Police, state and territory police, Australian Crime Commission, Department of Defence, Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, child protection agencies and human rights organisations. Important ongoing relationships are maintained with intelligence agencies in the national security community including Australian Security Intelligence Organisation and the Australian Secret Intelligence Service; int
	 

	For example, Taskforce Cadena, a Joint Agency Taskforce with the Fair Work Ombudsman, also works closely with the Australian Federal Police, Australian Securities and Investments Commission and the Australian Taxation Office, to identify, investigate and impose criminal or administrative sanctions on those breaking the law. 
	The ABF also works closely with education regulators such as the Australian Skills Quality Authority and the Tertiary Education Quality Authority, to combat systemic non-compliance of the student visa programme. The ABF undertakes investigations into education agents and education providers who seek to undermine the programme.
	Through close collaboration and data sharing activities with Department of Human Services and Centrelink the ABF also investigates large scale fraud committed by syndicates (such as Registered Migration Agents and marriage celebrants) who are undermining Australia’s visa programmes. 
	The ABF also works closely with international partners to build a global border protection community that is resilient to the challenges ahead. As a member of the World Customs Organization, the pre-eminent customs forum in the world, the ABF makes an important contribution to the national security community and transnational border protection environment. Through close partnerships with our international partners, such as the Statement of Intent with Indonesia, we are forging relationships that enable the 
	Opportunities and challenges 
	The ABF is an integral part of Australia’s law enforcement community and the trusted leader for trade and travel facilitation and customs revenue collection. The integration of former immigration and customs functions has enabled us to better adapt and respond as we are faced with new and evolving challenges and threats in managing the border continuum. Our blended teams have enabled us to combine our expertise, provide more career opportunities and increase mobility. This will allow the ABF to better adapt
	 

	Increasing demand and volume of trade and travel will provide the Australian Government with significant revenue and contribute to economic prosperity. These high volumes of trade and travel will also bring challenges to the ABF to streamline the lawful movement of people and goods through the border. Pressure on the migration system, threats to our national security such as terrorism, and the increased reach and sophistication of organised crime such as outlaw motorcycle gangs, will require the ABF to adap
	Significant growth in volumes
	The ABF plays a vital role in protecting the Australian community from dangerous drugs and other illegal imports, through the physical examination of goods. In the 2014–15 financial year, the ABF undertook more than two million inspections of air cargo articles, more than 100,000 inspections of sea cargo containers and more than 50 million inspections of international mail—an increase of 10 million inspections from the year before.
	 

	Each week, the ABF processes more than 600,000 passengers arriving in or departing from Australia. Over the four years from 2014–15 to 2018–19, the number of arriving and departing travellers is anticipated to increase by 23 per cent. Over the same period, the number of air cargo consignments is expected to increase by 26 per cent and the number of sea cargo reports by 14 per cent. 
	These significant growths in volumes of both passengers and cargo will provide significant revenue for the Australian Government. The Department is the second largest revenue collector for the Australian Government, collecting $15.7 billion in annual revenue (2014–15). The two largest revenue sources are $11 billion from customs duty and $3.5 billion from GST. The ABF supports this revenue collection through its customs compliance and border operations.
	 

	Increasing expectations among travellers and traders
	International travellers expect quick and seamless transit through borders. In 2012, 30 per cent of international travellers considered a 10–20 minute wait at an airport acceptable—by 2014, this fell to 7 per cent. Providing a seamless experience at the border also supports Australia’s economy by reinforcing its attractiveness as a tourist destination in an increasingly competitive global market. By 2020, tourism from Australia’s top 10 visitor countries will be worth an estimated $34 billion to the economy
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	Traders also expect more streamlined processing. Multinational corporations will be running increasingly integrated supply chains with greater expectations of time, certainty and speed. As retailers increase ecommerce, which is expected to grow at an annual rate of 9 per cent to 40 billion by 2018, retailers and consumers expect shipments to be delivered on schedule. This increase in ecommerce, will only continue as the prevalence of mutual trade agreements is expected to continue.
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	The continued growth of air cargo will further add to the complexity of defining the source and destinations for imports and exports, and the risks presented by the speed of the supply chain and limited data available, providing a significant challenge for global border agencies. 
	 
	 
	 

	The international mail environment will continue to pose an increasing level of risk as the speed of the supply chain quickens, volumes continue to increase and limited data collectively pose a substantial challenge for global border agencies.
	 
	 

	1 2014 IATA Global Passenger Survey.
	1 2014 IATA Global Passenger Survey.

	2 Tourism Research Australia, Key Facts: Tourism Data Card, April 2012.
	2 Tourism Research Australia, Key Facts: Tourism Data Card, April 2012.

	3 EIU, OECD, Country Statistical Agencies, BCG research within Google and World Economic Forum partnerships.
	3 EIU, OECD, Country Statistical Agencies, BCG research within Google and World Economic Forum partnerships.
	 


	More complex risk profile
	Over the past decade, the border risk profile has become increasingly complex and our role in protecting the community from harm is now more important than ever. Developing economies are increasing their share of global trade and their connections with global supply chains. As a result, Australia will develop stronger trade relationships with a more diverse set of countries which will be governed by a network of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. In addition, more people will be travelling to and 
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	The increase in the number of people in detention whose visa was cancelled under section 501 of the Migration Act (1958) because of a history of criminality or criminal associations has raised the risk profile of the cohort in held detention. The number of onshore visa cancellations in Australia increased by 29 per cent from 2012 to 2015. Mandatory visa cancellations on character grounds, breaches in the code of behaviour by non-citizens in the community and non-compliance with visa conditions have also con
	 

	Organised crime syndicates are operating internationally and finding increasingly sophisticated ways to identify weaknesses in border protection. For example, advances in technology provide opportunities to infiltrate damage or circumvent border systems and processes. Types of organised crime activity include illicit drug importations, people smuggling, visa fraud and illegal work operations, illicit commodities importations and other coordinated activities designed to evade paying duties on imports such as
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	4 Australian Government, Australia in the Asian Century White Paper Australian Government, 2012.
	4 Australian Government, Australia in the Asian Century White Paper Australian Government, 2012.

	5 Australian Crime Commission, The Cost of Serious and Organised Crime in Australia 2013-14, https://crimecommission.gov.au/publications/intelligence-products/costs-serious-and-organised-crime-australia-2013-14, accessed October 2015.
	5 Australian Crime Commission, The Cost of Serious and Organised Crime in Australia 2013-14, https://crimecommission.gov.au/publications/intelligence-products/costs-serious-and-organised-crime-australia-2013-14, accessed October 2015.
	 
	 


	Some organised criminal networks are seeking to profit by exploiting foreign workers including through increased instances of organised sexual servitude. The ABF is identifying and responding to individuals that are orchestrating these activities through disruption, enforcement and litigation. The ultimate goal of these activities is to identify, recover and protect victims.
	Finally, extremist ideologies, terrorist groups and foreign fighters create a substantial terrorism risk internationally and in Australia. These trends are likely to continue and increase pressure on border authorities. The ABF must, in cooperation with other agencies as part of a whole-of-government approach, strengthen its ability to gather and use intelligence to nullify threats before they occur.
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	As existing threats evolve and new threats emerge, immigration policy is likely to shift. While immigration policy is a matter for government and the Department, it will have implications for the ABF from border clearance to detention and removal. The ABF must respond to evolutions in policy and in turn contribute to strategic policy development. 
	 

	ABF resource constraints
	While demand for the frontline operational activities is increasing, its annual operating budget is set to decrease in the period to 2020. This will put increasing pressure on the ABF to manage volumes, protect the border and meet high community expectations in terms of maintaining community health, safety, security and good order. Day-to-day pressure on airport passenger processing is already diverting resources from other tasks. By 2020, the pressure will be even greater and without us adapting we will ha
	 
	 

	The ABF will be supported through innovation in our implementation and use of technology, improvements to business processes and through targeted operational intelligence. New generation SmartGates, processing both inwards and outwards passengers, will be rolled-out to existing and new international airports and seaports. Increases in digital processing, automation and the Australian Trusted Trader programme will provide efficiencies at the border relating to goods processing. The referral process for visa 
	 

	The ABF continues to play a vital role in protecting the Australian community from dangerous drugs, firearms and other illegal imports using a variety of detection technologies, including x-ray, and a range of sophisticated substance and trace detection technologies and detector dogs. These efforts are aimed at disrupting organised criminal networks at the border and ensuring items such as dangerous drugs do not reach the Australian community. All of these activities will result in greater operational effic
	 

	The ABF in 2020
	We will continue to build on the expertise and capability of our professional workforce to further consolidate our border protection role in the law enforcement community by 2020. Like our law enforcement partners, ABF officers will be disciplined, highly skilled, professional, and maintain the highest standards of integrity. As Australia’s customs service, we will be trusted leaders working with domestic inter-governmental and industry partners in border protection matters relating to trade, travel and cus
	The ABF workforce will be highly trained and suitably equipped to undertake diverse activities working in blended teams alongside qualified specialists, such as financial and digital forensic investigators and intelligence analysts. Members of these blended teams bring their expertise to the operation, and working together will achieve our mission.
	Less than one quarter of our workforce will undertake high risk enforcementactivities—these officers will still be required to train and be equipped to use personal defence equipment including batons, handcuffs and firearms. The carrying of firearms to protect the border and the Australian community is not a new capability within the ABF. Firearms were carried by former Customs officers as part of operational requirements and is authorised under section 189A of the Customs Act 1901. This will continue to be
	 

	The ABF will be informed and efficient, disrupting threats to border integrity while quickly processing low-risk travellers and traders. To achieve this, there will be eight key areas of focus. 
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	Key areas of focus for the ABF in 2020
	1. Operating with clear accountabilities
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	A well-trained workforce able to respond 
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	1.Operating with clear accountabilities
	By 2020, ABF officers will be adept at working in both permanent teams as part ofday-to-day operations, as well as specialised teams, including incident responses, named operations, and joint taskforces. The ABF will have clear and established accountability structures in each of these scenarios, from assigned leaders through to operational teams. The Secretary is responsible for the overall administration of the Department as the Accountable Authority under the Public Governance, Performance and Accountabi
	 

	Operational governance will be enacted through the ABF hierarchy, from the Commissioner (supported by the Strategic Command Group) to the Deputy Commissioner Operations (supported by the Strategic Tasking and Coordination Group). Operations support is provided through the Deputy Commissioner Support (supported by the Operational Readiness Group).
	In 2020, the ABF will be using a Command, Control and Coordination (C3) model for the management of day-to-day operations, named operations and joint taskforces. C3 will be embedded within the ABF’s thinking and culture, and will provide a framework for how operational activities are conducted and objectives realised. ABF officers at all levels and departmental staff working in blended teams will instinctively understand how C3 works within the ABF.
	In broad terms, C3 is a management structure and system designed to effectively respond to and resolve incidents and operations. The elements of C3 as they apply to the ABF are:
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	Command: The lawful mandate for leaders to provide command direction,oversight and support to officers delivering the operations.
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	Control: The systems that enable a two-way flow of information from the leadershipto and from the officers delivering the operations to ensure work is being conductedin accordance with the leader’s intent.
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	Coordination: The coordination of activity across the ABF, relevant areas of theDepartment and partner agencies to ensure that a command and control structureis in place, appropriate resources have been deployed, and quality informationis being supplied to all persons and agencies involved.
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	2.Responsive and streamlined in border processing
	By 2020 the ABF will be processing significantly higher volumes of goods and travellers through the border, aided by technology, automation and intelligence informed targeting including the pooling of intelligence and resources with other agencies. This will be done without increasing the risk to the integrity of the border. To do this, the ABF will process goods and travellers in a more streamlined and responsive way. Movement through the border will be increasingly automated, for example through the use o
	 

	As official government representatives to traders and travellers at the border, Border Force officers will continue to be responsive to client and industry needs. They will facilitate quick and seamless transit for low risk travellers, provide responsive service to Trusted Traders, and be professional and courteous in working with detainees. Balancing this, Border Force officers will remain vigilant in protecting against risks to the border.
	3.Credible and consistent
	By enforcing its powers appropriately and undertaking operations diligently and consistently, the ABF has established credibility with government and the community. This will ensure desired outcomes are achieved, especially when investigating and combatting complex and sensitive crimes including money-laundering, large-scale fraud against the government, organised visa fraud, and organised and criminal foreign worker exploitation.
	 
	 

	Snapshot: Protecting the vulnerable
	Snapshot: Protecting the vulnerable
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	Snapshot: Protecting the vulnerable
	The ABF holds a privileged position within the Australian community. By undertaking operations diligently and consistently the ABF continues to build credibility with government and community alike, across a broad operating remit.
	 

	The work undertaken, in close cooperation with other international border, national security, law enforcement and intelligence agencies, makes a significant impact on people’s lives.
	In late 2015, a woman presented to a hospital in Victoria with a gangrenous foot, due to undiagnosed diabetes. She was also severely malnourished, presented without any identification papers and had limited knowledge of her immigration status.
	 

	Having initially refused referral to any agencies, including the Victorian Police (VICPOL), she did consent to meeting with the Human Trafficking Team (HTT) while still at the hospital. Following a meeting and offer of support from HTT team members, she entered the Support for Trafficked Peoples Program and was granted a Bridging Visa F.
	ABF officers then worked with their AFP colleagues in follow-up action relating to the suspected offenders. This resulted in a search warrant being executed on the premises where the woman was alleged to have been kept as a slave. 
	Both suspects were issued with Personal Protection Orders with VICPOL as applicant, on behalf of the victim, with potential slavery charges in the future.
	The woman is still in Australia and has continued to receive support from the Department of Social Services under the Support for Trafficked Peoples Program.
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	A strong and common ABF identity has increased employee engagement and satisfaction, reduced the risk of infiltration by organised crime, and improved our relationships with clients, industry and partner agencies.
	ABF officers continue to uphold their duties as members of the Australian Public Service and undertake these duties in accordance with the Departmental’s Professional Standards Framework including our values and behaviours, and strong Integrity Framework       —protecting our people, property, systems and information from infiltration and corruption.
	ABF officers conduct themselves according to the Department’s Service Charter when dealing with the public. The ABF provides a range of services for the public to self-manage their interactions with the border using digital and mobile channels, with assisted service such as phone and face-to-face for more complex situations.
	These values are reinforced by the following behaviours:
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	making decisions impartially and lawfully, based on merit and facts
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	being accountable for our actions and decisions
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	acting with integrity and upholding and maintaining the law
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	being innovative, adaptable and contributing ideas
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	undertaking our work in a responsive and efficient manner
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	communicating honestly and transparently
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	collaborating and sharing information across teams and with our partners
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	being respectful and courteous
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	valuing diversity and being open to cultural differences
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	developing our skills and knowledge.


	The intent will be to change the organisational context in a way that encourages desired behaviours. This might include changes to promotion policies, rewards and recognition, recruitment policies, access to training programmes, talent management and performance management. 
	 

	4.Intelligence informed
	In 2020, the border continuum will be characterised by increasing volumes and complexity in traveller and cargo movements, through agile and diversified supply chains. Australia will continue to face a range of threats including revenue evasion, unlawful immigration, terrorism and organised crime. 
	 

	To meet these challenges, ABF activities will be informed by an integrated and responsive departmental intelligence capability using information collected from all border operation activities. The Department’s Intelligence Division will draw on all available information sources, including our national and international intelligence and law enforcement partners, to produce timely, accurate and relevant border threat assessments. In a high-transaction border environment, this intelligence will inform the ABF’
	Snapshot: Airline Liaison Programme
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	Snapshot: Airline Liaison Programme
	The Airline Liaison (Offshore) Programme is part of the ABF’s international operational network, extending the reach of the ABF to pre-border activities at offshore airports. This network is an integral part of the Department’s layered approach to ensuring the integrity and security of Australia’s borders. 
	 

	Airline Liaison Officers (ALOs) work closely with airlines and government officials from various countries, as well as airport security, to facilitate travel for genuine travellers and identify those who may pose a threat to Australia. ALOs also provide training to airline and airport staff in passenger assessment, document examination, facial image comparison techniques and Australia’s entry requirements. 
	 

	Currently, the ALO network comprises 30 ALOs, strategically located at seventeen key international airports including Principal Migration Officers (Airline Liaison) who are long-term posted officers based in Dubai, Guangzhou and Kuala Lumpur. The programme also provides strategic temporary placements at non-hub regional international airports and enables a timely response to locations of concern.
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	In January 2016 an ALO based in Dubai worked closely with Emirates airline security to intercept an impostor attempting travel to Australia using a French passport. The passenger had been referred to the ALO by the Tactical Support Unit (TSU) within the Department’s Intelligence Division. The passenger was travelling with two genuine documented French nationals and claimed to be travelling on his relative’s passport.
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	The ALO liaised with counterparts in the UK and Middle East and was advised that all three passengers were known to French police. The passenger travelling as an impostor had an extensive criminal record, was allegedly implicated in a murder and was restricted from travelling out of France. The three passengers were offloaded and returned to France.
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	5.Agile and mobile
	In 2020, the ABF will be processing increased flows through the border. At the same time, the ABF will be operating in a more complex threat and risk environment, with increases in the number of unlawful non-citizens, more sophisticated international crime syndicates, and an increased risk of terrorism. Government policy is likely to evolve in response to these changing threats. The ABF will need to be agile to react to this changing environment, with a well-trained workforce and structured approaches to mo
	The postings and deployments model requires Border Force officers to perform a wide variety of generalist duties. By 2020, the ABF will have introduced generalist and specialist job roles, with an increasing proportion of the workforce in generalist roles.
	Generalist roles will include a combination of activities such as airport operations, cargo examination, detained goods management, detention operations, enforcement operations and generalist inspections. Generalist ABF officers will be provided with more diverse careers and experiences from cross-training in multiple domains. 
	Specialist roles will build on generalist roles, focusing on a single core function. Specialist roles include detector dog operations, investigations, compliance, maritime, marine unit deck and marine unit enforcement. Specialist officers will receive more structured training programmes through the ABF College.
	Through the ABF College, officers will be provided with learning and development opportunities to address skill gaps, enhance standardisation and develop the cross-skilling that will be required to operate across multiple domains. This will result in a more agile workforce—ABF officers will be able to work in a greater variety of roles and follow more diverse career paths. As a result, we will develop ABF leaders with a broad understanding of the business. This will break down organisational silos and suppo
	Snapshot: Blended teams
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	Integration has brought new career opportunities for Luke Edwards, a former seaports and airports officer based in Darwin. Luke now operates as a fully integrated Border Force officer in charge of a blended team at the Townsville airport. 
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	Before integration Luke was working in Darwin as an immigration officer with exposure to the work undertaken by Customs colleagues whom he worked closely with. 
	 

	As the workforce planning in the integrated Department matures, there will be increased opportunities for Luke as part of the ABF posting and deployment structure. 
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	For some, pursuing a career is not necessarily about promotion and upward transition. 
	Span

	For Luke, he welcomes the opportunity to work in a variety of environments. Through moving laterally, he will learn and impart new skills and gain invaluable experience. 
	Luke’s team is made up of people from different backgrounds with diverse experience that are learning and developing from working together. 
	 

	Importantly, cross skilling and having a better understanding of the work of other areas within the Department helps the organisation to better meet corporate objectives and operational requirements in an environment where priorities shift and in which we have to be increasingly agile. 





	6.Directed at frontline operations
	There are approximately 5800 officers in the ABF, with about 1000 in corporate or close operational support roles. This is in addition to corporate support provided by the Department. Close operational support roles are heavily tailored to frontline operational requirements, such as maritime vessel maintenance or operational safety training. 
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	In 2020, there will be a clear conduit between the Department’s policy, legal, visa and citizenship services, and the ABF Operations Group. These areas will work together to translate policy and legal changes into operational strategies for the ABF. 
	 

	7.Operationally ready
	By July 2016, the majority of non-exempt officers in operational roles will have completed an Operational Readiness Assessment, ensuring they are medically and physically fit to undertake the duties of a Border Force officer required under the Border Force vocation.
	The Department will invest in new equipment including mobile technology, mobile surveillance, digital forensics equipment and armaments to support operational safety. 
	In addition, we will invest in surveillance, information technology infrastructure such as digital CCTV, a consolidated identity access management system, and facilities upgrades. 
	8.An effective collector of border revenue
	We will continue to support government trade policy by providing effective customs compliance to collect targeted revenue. By 2020 this will include advanced analytics to identify entities that are under-paying duty, programmes to encourage voluntary compliance and increased resources for enforcement activities. 
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	Established in June 2015, Cadena is a Joint Agency Taskforce comprising the Department of Immigration and Border Protection, its operational arm, the Australian Border Force (ABF), and the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO). Its objective is to enhance operational and intelligence capabilities in support of a whole of government efforts to target those involved in organising visa fraud, illegal work and the exploitation of foreign workers in Australia.
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	Working in collaboration with other agencies such as the AFP, ACC, ASIC, Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC), the ATO and local law enforcement agencies, Taskforce Cadena has delivered some strong results, including the disruption of a number of syndicates involved in unscrupulous labour hire practices.
	Taskforce related operations have been undertaken across multiple jurisdictions including Queensland, Victoria, New South Wales and Western Australia targeting industries including hospitality, education, agriculture, poultry, security and beauty services.
	 

	Individuals involved in the organisation of visa fraud and illegal work can face penalties of up to 10 years’ imprisonment and/or fines of up to $180,000. Those involved in the exploitation of foreign workers are liable for civil penalties of up to $10,800 per breach (60 penalty units) for a natural person or $54,000 for a corporation (300 penalty units).
	The outcome of Taskforce Cadena’s combined work efforts will mean that all employers are on equal footing and that Australian wages are not undercut for the good of the whole community.





	ABF officers in 2020 
	The following career experiences show what generalist and specialist Border Force officers can expect by 2020.
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	A generalist officer in 2020
	Travellers and traders in 2020 
	The ABF has a critical role in facilitating legitimate trade and travel while detecting and deterring activities that may cause harm to the Australian community. The following client journeys illustrate future traveller and trader experiences as a result of ABF 2020 changes.
	Building ABF 2020
	The Department is making significant investments over the next three years to strengthen frontline capability, in three waves. 
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	Departure SmartGates deployed at airports inclusive of enhanced biometrics
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	Digitised air cargo processes on mobile devices
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	Australian Trusted Trader programme
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	Digitised cargo examination forms
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	Further rollout of biometrics support for SmartGates at airports
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	‘Face on the move’ arrivals
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	Enterprise wide business process management platform
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	Biometric capability integrated with NTP and intelligence systems
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	Integrity principles reinforced
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	United ABF culture aligned to Department
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	Finalise ABF implementation of findings of the Intelligence Review
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	Biometrics data sharing with US, UK, NZ, CA
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	Stand up of Border Intelligence products to marine crew
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	Extend BIFC services to include mail, trade compliance, visa and citizenship
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	Mobile supported data collection for intelligence
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	Border Force officers in frontline operations posted
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	Border Force Officer Recruits trained, graduated and placed across operations
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	New resources scheduling tool supports day-to-day resource allocation
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	Establishment of dedicated trade compliance team
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	New revenue initiatives
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	An increased focus on revenue evasion and related trade crime
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	More effective at capturing available revenue







	Governing the change
	The plan for ABF in 2020 requires a significant investment of time, especially with ongoing day-to-day operational pressures. Yet this is an investment we need to make to build an ABF that can perform—to the highest standard—the mission of protecting Australia’s border and managing the movement of goods and people across it.
	These changes will be delivered within the Department’s ongoing reform programme to ensure we are well placed to meet the challenges and opportunities of our future operating environment. Projects will be delivered and resourced either within the ABF or through close collaboration with the broader Department.
	Strategic Policy and Planning Division will also provide department-level support and ensure continued alignment with the Department’s Strategy 2020, Corporate Plan and the capability management process.
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	BASIC TRAINING
	BASIC TRAINING
	Henry started at the ABF College where he undertook the Border Force Officer Recruit Trainee course. Upon graduation he was ready to be posted.
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	POSTINGS AND DEPLOYMENTS
	POSTINGS AND DEPLOYMENTS
	Henry was posted to Aviation Travellers in Brisbane where he was deployed across:
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	Primary passenger clearance
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	Air border security
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	Entry control
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	A joint taskforce


	Working with a number of experienced officers in a diverse set of roles, Henry developed a broad understanding of the aviation travellers operating domain.

	STRUCTURED AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
	STRUCTURED AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
	 

	At the ABF College, Henry was trained in advanced x-ray usage. Through on-the-job coaching he was trained in the use of mobile alert technologies that provide him real-time information on high-risk passengers.
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	PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
	PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
	Postings and deployments have allowed Henry to take on a diverse range of roles in the ABF. As part of his career planning, discussions, he nominated a preference to be posted to a District Office in Queensland and was subsequently posted there.

	Figure
	TRUSTED AND CLIENT FOCUSED
	TRUSTED AND CLIENT FOCUSED
	For many travellers, Henry is the first Australian they meet. He sees a diverse range of travellers, including some who pass seamlessly through border clearance and some who require intervention. He builds trust in the community by being responsive and client focused in every interaction.
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	A specialist officer in 2020
	A specialist officer in 2020
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	CLASSROOM AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
	CLASSROOM AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
	Lisa is specialist marine officer. She enjoys the excitement of working on operations in some of the world’s most remote and challenging environments:
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	Participating in search and rescue efforts
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	Apprehension of foreign fishing vessels
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	Monitoring of environmental pollution
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	Working with intelligence officers to build a real-time pictureof Australia’s threat environment
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	Figure
	DIVERSE, INTEGRATED TEAMS
	DIVERSE, INTEGRATED TEAMS
	When at sea, Lisa works in a close-knit and diverse team with cooks, engineers and other officers. When in port, Lisa works closely with land-based ABF officers and partner agencies during operations.
	 


	PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
	PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
	Lisa’s diverse experience and training have built her leadership skills. She has recently been promoted to a Senior Border Force Officer.
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	A traveller in 2020
	A traveller in 2020
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	PRE-TRAVEL INFORMATION AHEAD OF BORDER
	PRE-TRAVEL INFORMATION AHEAD OF BORDER
	 

	After purchasing a ticket to London, the airline validates Sarah’s passport information and sends her records to DIBP to apply for a visa.
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	STRAIGHT THROUGH INTERNATIONAL BORDERS
	STRAIGHT THROUGH INTERNATIONAL BORDERS
	 

	When Sarah arrives at the U.K. for the first time, she can go through the automated gates, enabled by biometric exchange between Australia and trusted partner countries.
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	SEAMLESS ARRIVAL CLEARANCE
	SEAMLESS ARRIVAL CLEARANCE
	Upon arriving back into Australia, Sarah walks uninterrupted through ‘face-on-the-move’ gate technology. No alerts are triggered for Sarah.

	IMPROVED TARGETING ON HIGHER RISK INDIVIDUALS
	IMPROVED TARGETING ON HIGHER RISK INDIVIDUALS
	 

	As Sarah walks through the gates, systems in the background automatically assess her risk and assigns her as low risk. Officers can spend more time on higher risk travellers.
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	A Trusted Trader in 2020
	TRUSTED TRADERS ARE CONSIDERED LOW RISK
	TRUSTED TRADERS ARE CONSIDERED LOW RISK
	 

	Steve’s business imports goods from Asia. As a Trusted Trader, Steve’s business is considered low risk and is subject to a differentiated experience at the border.
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	ELIGIBLE FOR TRADE FACILITATION BENEFITS
	ELIGIBLE FOR TRADE FACILITATION BENEFITS
	As a Trusted Trader, Steve is eligible for benefits that make it easier to trade.
	 


	GOOD PROCESSED FASTER THROUGH THE BORDER
	GOOD PROCESSED FASTER THROUGH THE BORDER
	Streamlined reporting, duty deferral and differentiated examinations mean that Trusted Traders like Steve will receive their goods faster with less administrative burden.

	Figure
	ONGOING COMPLIANCE CHECKS IN THE BACKGROUND
	ONGOING COMPLIANCE CHECKS IN THE BACKGROUND
	ABF account managers continue to monitor traders’ risk levels and work with Trusted Traders to improve supply chain security and trade compliance standards.
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